The Government of Sudan issued a note verbal “confirmation in writing of the government’s decision to allow for cross-border humanitarian assistance from Chad to West and East Darfur, including the movement and accommodation of staff and warehousing of humanitarian goods, which will facilitate the delivery and distribution of critical emergency supplies in water and sanitation, medicine, nutrition, non-food items and food items. This will enable the United Nations and its partners, including international and national non-governmental organizations, to meet the acute needs of people.

The IMPACCT Working group successfully held a dedicated session on the 5 July to discuss on import and custom issues followed by a second session held on 12 July, to specifically address procedures and clearance processes for importing medical items. Further information and documentations can be found in the Logistic Cluster IMPACCT box.

Partners to provide information on their storage capacity in Sudan. Link to survey

Meeting minutes and slides from the last coordination meeting are online.